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Abstract

Many of the currently existing solutions for cloud cost optimisation are aimed at

cloud infrastructure providers, and they often deal only with specific types of

application services, leaving the providers of cloud applications without the

suitable cost optimisation solution, especially concerning the wide range of

different application types. In this paper, we present an approach that aims to

provide an optimisation solution for the providers of applications hosted in the

cloud environments, applicable at the early phase of a cloud application lifecycle

and for a wide range of application services. The focus of this research is

development of the method for identifying optimised service deployment option in

available cloud environments based on the model of the service and its context,

with the aim of minimising the operational cost of the cloud service, while

fulfilling the requirements defined by the service level agreement. A cloud

application context metamodel is proposed that includes parameters related to

both the application service and the cloud infrastructure relevant for the cost and

quality of service. By using the proposed optimisation method, the knowledge is

gained about the effects that the cloud application context parameters have on

the service cost and quality of service, which is then used to determine the

optimised service deployment option. The service models are validated using

cloud application services deployed in laboratory conditions, and the optimisation

method is validated using the simulations based on proposed cloud application

context metamodel. The experimental results based on two cloud application

services demonstrate the ability of the proposed approach to provide relevant

information about the impact of cloud application context parameters on service

cost and quality of service, and use this information in the optimisation aimed at

reducing service operational cost while preserving the acceptable service quality

level. The results indicate the applicability and relevance of the proposed

approach for cloud applications in the early service lifecycle phase since

application providers can gain useful insights regarding service deployment

decision without acquiring extensive datasets for the analysis.

Keywords: cloud service; SaaS; IaaS; cloud application; operational cost; cost

optimisation method; service model; cloud application context; quality of service;

cost management
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1 Introduction

With the maturing of cloud computing paradigm, a vast number of software service

providers have workloads running in cloud environments [1]. A survey [2] on cloud

computing trends among decision-makers in IT companies demonstrated that cloud

computing costs are accounting to a third of an organisation’s overall IT spend.

Survey results also indicated that more than half of participating organizations

currently use multiple public clouds and 81% of surveyed organizations had at least

one application or a part of their computing infrastructure in the cloud. Controlling

cloud costs and taking full advantage of the purchased cloud resources were stated

as some of the most common challenges that organisations face. The authors of [3]

also emphasize that the cost of a cloud-hosted service is one of the most important

characteristics that has to be addressed by emerging cloud engineering practices.

Form the perspective of application owner, deploying services to cloud environ-

ments often enables cost reduction by lowering capital expense because application

owners do not have to purchase the equipment necessary to host the application.

Infrastructure needed for a stable and reliable hosting environment can often re-

quire significant up-front IT investment. Additionally, hardware used for hosting

applications on-premises is commonly dimensioned according to the application’s

peak load, making the available computing resources underutilised most of the time.

By deploying application services to the cloud environments, application owners en-

sure that the allocation of IT resources needed for the application execution changes

in accordance with the resource demand. As a result, application owner’s financial

commitments for on-premises hardware are significantly lowered, which allows them

to invest in their core business. However, it is not simple to make a decision about

the best cloud service placement configuration, which can significantly affect service

operational cost. Such placement decision includes the choice of cloud infrastruc-

ture provider and virtual machine instances where the service or its components

would initially be deployed. Also, cloud computing infrastructure providers charge

for the computing resources they lend to their customers on demand by using various

pricing models [4]. Pricing models can significantly differ among many cloud infras-

tructure providers on the market, which further complicates the decision on the

optimal choice. A survey [5] on the challenges related to cloud computing paradigm

adoption identified cost management as one of the most prominent issues reported

by mature cloud users. An approach that can reduce resource underutilisation and

cloud service operational cost should determine the optimised service placement in

a cloud environment, both in terms of infrastructure provider selection and instance

rightsizing. Finding such service placement can be a hard task for an application

owner, not only because of various cloud infrastructure providers and pricing mod-

els available on the market [6], but also due to the changing resource requirements

caused by the dynamic service load. Often it is not trivial to determine which re-

sources, and in which amount, are predominantly consumed by the application.

Since there are a lot of variables affecting the decision on the service placement

configuration, it can lead to situations in which cloud application providers make

unfavorable decisions about application deployment and infrastructure provider.

After the unfavorable application deployment configuration is detected, the cloud

application owners can negotiate with the service provider, redeploy the application
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in a more favourable setup using the infrastructure of already chosen provider, or

entirely migrate their application service to cloud infrastructure offered by another

provider. In addition to unnecessary cost for the application owner generated in all

of the redeployment options stated above, the migration of service to another infras-

tructure provider can also include additional expenses due to potentially necessary

code refactoring, application service modifications and reconfigurations required in

the migration process. In this paper, we examine an approach aimed at avoiding the

suboptimal choice of application service deployment by using model of the cloud

application and its deployment environment to analyse and determine the param-

eters that affect the quality of service (QoS) and service operational cost. Taking

into account heterogeneous cloud infrastructure environments, pricing models, and

application types hosted in the cloud, it is necessary to define a metamodel that

would enable the creation of cloud service and environment models which could

be used in generalised approach for the analysis of interactions between a cloud

application and its context. By conducting such an analysis, the parameters with

the most significant effect on the given service operational cost and QoS can be

identified. The knowledge about the parameters’ influence can then be used to

minimise service operational cost and fulfil service quality requirements defined by

service level agreement. In order to create models that could be used for providing

such knowledge, we define cloud application context metamodel that contains both

parameters related to the cloud application and its deployment environment. We

then create service models based on the proposed metamodel to predict how the

specific infrastructure parameters (e.g., instance size and pricing) will affect the ser-

vice performance and cost. The optimisation method presented in this paper uses

the cloud application context metamodel and the knowledge about the effect that

its parameters have on service operational cost and QoS to determine the optimal

choice of cloud infrastructure provider and deployment configuration of service in a

cloud environment. The proposed optimisation method can be used by the applica-

tion owners in the pre-deployment process of identifying the best service placement

configuration so that the unnecessary operational cost and potential additional re-

deployment expenses and change of infrastructure provider can be avoided. With a

significant number of various workflows executing in cloud environments, the pro-

posed model-based approach can be used for the optimisation of a wide range of

application types. In this paper, we use two service application types to demonstrate

the ways that the knowledge about application services and their context could be

used in the process of optimisation of their deployment in the cloud environment

with the goal of minimising their operational cost. The experimental results demon-

strate that it is feasible to use service models and proposed optimisation method to

detect which parameters affect the service operational cost and QoS, as well as to

use this knowledge in the decision process of determining optimised cloud service

placement aimed at reducing the service operational cost. The remainder of this

paper is structured as follows. Section 2 brings an overview of the related work.

Section 3 presents the proposed cloud application context metamodel and optimi-

sation method. Section 4 introduces two application services selected as use cases

for optimisation, followed by Section 5 which brings the results of the validation of

the proposed method. We conclude the paper in Section 6.
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2 Related Work

As cloud is getting increasingly used in production environments, a considerable

body of research is dealing with cost optimisation and SLA fulfilment in cloud envi-

ronments, including different strategies for achieving the goal of cost minimisation.

Some of the most common approaches include optimisation of load balancing [7]

and service scaling algorithms [8], time scheduling of task invocation and perform-

ing [9, 10], as well as the strategy of optimising service placement with the goal

of lowering its execution cost [11, 12]. Various approaches to optimisation of cloud

cost are using techniques from operations research and in particular game theory

[13], meta-heuristics [14, 15] with the focus on genetic and other evolutionary algo-

rithms [9, 16]. Certain solutions are focusing on the application of machine learning

algorithms to the problem of cost and placement optimisation [12, 14, 17, 18], es-

pecially the approaches that aim at allocating resources dynamically in a cloud

environment, thus often using machine learning techniques to realise adaptivity. As

an example, Zhang et al. [12] present an architecture of a resource management

system for cloud environments based on deep reinforcement learning. The proposed

architecture consists of an intelligent resource manager that continually monitors

resource utilisation and application QoS parameters, combines several optimising

algorithms, and maps the application to the resources available in the second system

component – resource pools. In addition to achieving optimisation by using different

techniques and strategies, the optimisation approaches also differ in terms of work-

loads they focus on. Examples include scientific workflows [9, 19, 20], gaming [21],

medical and healthcare [17, 22], education [23, 24], and big data [25, 26] workflows.

In this paper, instead of focusing on single type of workload, i.e. single application

type, we provide a general approach based on service resource utilisation suitable

for any application that can be deployed as a SaaS service. Research approaches

in the area of cloud cost and placement optimisation are also divided by the per-

spective of stakeholder in cloud ecosystem. As observed through literature review

and several surveys [7, 14, 15, 27, 28, 29], many of resource scheduling solutions

and optimisation algorithms are intended for infrastructure service providers, deal-

ing with the optimisation of resource allocation in terms of data centre resources

[30, 31, 32, 33]. Fewer solutions are provided for optimisation of services for applica-

tion providers, who often need a way to evaluate if the placement of their service in

a cloud environment is optimal from the perspective of operational cost and quality

of service. An example of service placement optimisation for application providers

is presented in [11]. Although the presented approach is considering the perspective

of an application service provider, the solution is developed for the cloud resource

market that offers negotiated prices and is not considering application-specific re-

source demands that might significantly affect the service cost. Two studies closest

to the modelling approach used as one part of the optimisation method presented

in this paper are [34] and [35]. In [34], neural network and linear regression are used

to predict CPU utilisation related to an e-commerce benchmark application using

time series data. A similar approach is presented in [35], where a neural network

is used to predict the execution time of observed tasks. However, this approach is

focused on modelling a very specific task of building code in an online repository.

The input variables of the presented model contain repository-specific information
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such as programming language, and a model is created for each of the considered

repositories, which makes this solution highly specific for the chosen use case. The

authors of both works do not model the cost of the cloud service execution in the

public cloud infrastructure. They also focus on predicting the resource utilisation

and do not examine which parameters affect the quality of service or service cost.

In our research, we use interpretability techniques to identify the parameters with

the most significant impact on the model output prediction. There is an exten-

sive research work done related to the optimisation of service deployment with the

purpose of Service Level Agreement (SLA) fulfilment. The work described in [36]

emphasises mapping of the Quality of Service (QoS) and SLA parameters to cloud

infrastructure by formalising non-functional properties of the service which enables

additional SLA parameters management and monitoring of realised QoS level. The

CONTRAIL project provides mechanisms to support SLA management for cloud

environments, with the focus on the cloud federations [37]. The negotiation process

is based on the SLA@SOI [38] framework and CONTRAIL system acting as the

cloud broker. The SLA enforcement mechanism for multiple cloud providers is de-

veloped for the detection and reduction of SLA violations. Cloud4SOA project [39]

provided another example of solution that enables dynamic SLA negotiations and

enforcement of the SLA with the framework for the PaaS layer, offering both the

customer and provider the ability to adjust and customise the SLA parameters [40].

CloudScale project [41] provides tools for helping application service providers in

analysing, predicting and resolving scalability issues, and supporting scalable ser-

vice engineering. The developed tools for scalability problems in cloud applications

leading to the unfulfilled SLA requirements are validated on three industrial use

cases. In [42], Kang et al. develop a cloud service redeployment mechanism with the

focus on user experience. Their approach finds the service placement that is opti-

mising user experience approximated on the base of latency. The authors formulate

k-median and k-cover problem for redeployment in which they consider user loca-

tion and launch instances based on the end users’ location distribution. This work

is considering one aspect of the quality of service and user experience, although the

authors are not considering specific application parameters and cost optimisation. Li

et al. [11] develop method and algorithms for cost-optimised cloud service placement

in cloud environments subjected to the dynamic pricing schemes. Although this ap-

proach is developed from the perspective of an application service provider, the

solution is based on the negotiated prices and is not considering application-specific

resource demands that might significantly affect the service cost. The authors of

[43] create a model used for mapping the native system resource usage profile to an

equivalent profile of a virtualised system. Authors conclude that the accurate pre-

diction of the application performance in a virtualised environment would require

application-specific models in terms of application resource consumption. Several

research attempts are considering solution with the application-specific models. In

[44], the authors present a model and profile of application resource usage. This

approach, however, was not based on applications deployed on virtualised infras-

tructure. Although the model parameters are related to processing power, storage,

and network capacity, the resource model tracks some of the parameters that are

in most cases not available to the cloud infrastructure users, nor does it include
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parameters more specific for cloud environments. Also, the primary purpose of the

presented model is the prediction of the QoS parameters, while cost is not being

considered, especially in terms of cloud-specific pricing models. The authors of [45]

propose a web application model for a cloud data centre workload with the pa-

rameters of the user behaviour model derived from application analysis. The focus

of this work was creating dynamic user profile models based on statistical distri-

butions in the context of a cloud environment to aid the infrastructure utilisation

optimisation. Such an approach provides useful insight to infrastructure providers

for capacity planning and reducing research and development cost. In order to

identify the best cloud hosting option and choose virtual machine instances of the

right size, it is essential to determine application computing need variability and

resource usage levels under a specific workload. There have been several attempts

to categorise cloud application workloads, such as [46] and [47]. However, this job is

most thoroughly covered in [48, 49], where groups of typical application workloads

deployed in cloud environments are identified. Service categorisation in terms of ser-

vice resource usage is essential for accurately meeting service resource requirements

in a way that might minimise its cost. In the analysis performed in this paper, two

application services are selected for the use cases based on the service categories

identified in [49]. The categorisation of cloud application services presented in [49]

is based on the Forward and Lethbridge taxonomy [50] which included nearly 200

application types grouped into four major categories and presents one of the most

comprehensive analyses of application type classification. As the competition on the

cloud infrastructure market is rising, service providers give more importance to the

ability to offer the service to the customer at lower prices, as well as to lower the

expenses of executing the service in the cloud. The work described in [51], [52] and

[53] is dealing with cloud resource allocation in the infrastructure provider’s data

centres with the goal of cost reduction while achieving the agreed level of quality of

service defined by the SLA. The research described in [54] is dealing with the opti-

misation of service quality and the cost of the service based on the amount of used

resources in the cloud environment and the algorithm for optimised assignment of

services to the virtual machines. The authors use stochastic integer programming

methods to identify the best service deployment option taking into account service

cost, and optimising the ratio of resources reserved in advance to the resources re-

served during the service execution. Although the research that deals with cloud

service cost optimisation is present in the literature, many of available approaches

do not consider multiple cost-affecting aspects of the service at the same time (e.g.,

deployment environment properties, service resource demand, user behaviour, and

various pricing models offered by the cloud service providers). One of the aspects

not included in the available research is the effect of the pricing model on the final

service operational cost. Although the concept of pay-as-you-go means much more

freedom and flexibility for customers, it usually means less flexibility for providers

since it offers providers less possibility to accurately predict, plan and evaluate their

revenues. For that reason, a lot of providers offer the alternative pricing models that

often reduce the risk in their own cost estimations, and provide resources at lower

prices to their users in case they choose packages with a predefined amount of re-

sources and resource bundles. The market analysis [6] published at the end of 2013
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brings an overview of the charging models of the Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)

cloud service delivery layer, including 53 IaaS providers in the analysis. Eventually,

eight charging categories are formed based on the charging models offered by the

IaaS providers, taking into account common features of the models. This analysis is

dealing with the IaaS charging models only, while the comprehensive charging model

for the cloud computing environment becomes even more complex when it includes

PaaS and SaaS charging models. The current state of the market is very heteroge-

neous regarding the pricing methods, and there are a lot of different offers varying

considering the charged resources, charging unit, resource bundles and predefined

bundled offers [6] [55], etc. This fact additionally complicates optimisation of the

service cost in the cloud computing environment, especially in the case of using the

resources offered by multiple providers. The literature review of the related research

led to the conclusion that there is currently a lack of comprehensive solution appli-

cable in the early phases of the application lifecycle and to a wide range of cloud

applications that would be able to optimise deployment configuration for a cloud

application service while meeting the service QoS requirements and minimising its

operational cost. In this paper, we present a model-based approach that enables

the analysis of the impact that the parameters related to the application service

and its deployment environment have on the service operational cost and QoS. The

presented approach uses parameters that are not related to a specific application

type, and hence can be applied to various cloud application services, using the data

that can be acquired before the application service reaches the operational phase so

that the decision related to the application deployment strategy and infrastructure

provider can be made on time.

3 Optimisation Method

This section describes the proposed method for service deployment optimisation in

the cloud environment with the goal of minimising service operational cost. The

development of the optimisation method was guided by the following requirements:

R1: The method should enable an analysis of interactions between application

and infrastructure parameters which affect the application service cost and QoS.

R2: The method should be applicable in the early phases of the application de-

velopment with limited possibilities of acquiring large datasets for the analysis.

R3: The method should be applicable to a wide range of cloud application ser-

vices, not only to a specific application type.

R4: The method should determine the deployment option for a cloud application

service that will minimise the service operational cost while ensuring appropriate

service quality, based on the conditions defined in the service level agreement.

3.1 Optimisation Method Overview

The optimisation method was developed based on a model of the cloud applica-

tion service and its deployment environment. A model-based approach enabled the

analysis of model parameters interactions and their effect on service cost and QoS

(R1). The chosen modelling techniques enabled the applicability of the optimisation

method in the early phases of the application development using smaller data sets

(R2). Also, using the model-based approach meant the possibility of applying the
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method on the cloud application services before they reach the production phase.

The models created in the described method are based on the cloud application

context metamodel, described later in this paper (Section 3.3). The metamodel

parameters were selected so that they can be applied on any application service

deployable in a cloud environment, and as such enable the generalisation of the

proposed optimisation approach required by R3. The details of the metamodel de-

velopment and the chosen parameters are described in [56] and Section 3.3. The

last requirement, R4, was tackled by the deployment optimisation algorithm which

provides optimised service placement decision based on the simulation of applica-

tion service execution in given cloud deployment environments, using the model of

cloud application and its context while taking into account the QoS requirements

defined by the service level agreement. The proposed method is illustrated in Figure

1. In this paper, for validation of the proposed method, we use implemented cloud

application services. However, in case of very early phases of the application service

lifecycle, such as planning, the optimisation method can also be applied for the

services that are not yet implemented or prototyped. This can be a useful approach

in the estimation of service operation budget during project planning. In the case

when application service is not yet developed, the estimation of the model optimised

deployment configuration can be obtained by using similar service data. Cloud ap-

plication owners usually develop several applications of the same type for different

customers, or they have an application that is being migrated to the cloud envi-

ronment after previously being deployed on an on-premises infrastructure. In such

cases, the method can be used based on the data of similar already implemented

application service. This possibility is noted in the method diagram (Figure 1) as

the decision is made if the optimisation approach is applied to already developed

service using measured data or using previously recorded data of similar service.

The data collected for the optimisation method are specified by the parameters

of the cloud application context metamodel (further described in Section 3.3) that

defines the cloud application service and its deployment environment. The obtained

data are used to create the models of the service cost and QoS (Section 3.4), and the

cloud application context model (Section 3.5). Both the QoS and cost models, and

the cloud application context model can be developed in parallel since at this point

an input for both parts of the method is obtained and the results of both method

parts serve as an input to the deployment optimisation algorithm. The QoS and

cost models of good prediction accuracy serve as an input for the analysis of the

parameter influence on the output of the predictive models, i.e., service cost and the

observed QoS metric. The parameter influence ranking provides a list of parameters

ranked by their influence on the service cost and QoS. This list is used as the input

for the deployment optimisation algorithm. The optimisation algorithm, described

in Section 3.6, uses the ranking to choose service placement optimisation strategy in

terms of a cloud infrastructure provider and an instance size. Another input to the

optimisation algorithm is the cloud application context model. The model is used

for the simulation of the application execution cost and SLA requirements fulfilment

during the deployment optimisation and to validate the deployment setup proposed

as the solution by the optimisation algorithm. Additionally, SLA requirements of

the application service and the list of potential infrastructure providers are also
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provided by the optimisation method user as an input to the optimisation algorithm.

Additional explanations of optimisation method parts are provided in the following

sections.

Figure 1 Proposed optimisation method
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3.2 Obtaining the data

Data is obtained either by performing measurements for an already implemented

service to which the method is being applied or, in case there is no possibility

to perform measurements, by using existing data of a similar service that can be

used for an estimation of the optimised deployment option for a service that is

not yet implemented. The measurement process applied to the chosen application

service use cases is provided in detail in [56], where it is described together with

the data analysis, which will also be briefly presented in Section 4 of this paper.

The obtained data includes metrics and parameters based on the cloud application

context metamodel, defined in the next section.

3.3 Cloud application context metamodel

From the perspective of a cloud application service provider, crucial parts of the

management of a cloud application in its operative state are the cost of running

the application service in the cloud and making sure that it delivers the appro-

priate level of service quality. There are several aspects of the cloud application

service and its deployment environment that affect the QoS and cost of applica-

tion execution in a cloud environment; we refer to those as the cloud application

context [56]. This section introduces the cloud application context metamodel and

explains the selection of parameters used in the proposed metamodel. To explain

the relationship between the concepts of a model and a metamodel, we state the

definition of a metamodel used in this paper – metamodel is a model of models,

it defines the structure and constraints for a group of models that share common

syntax and semantics [57]. In other words, a metamodel defines concepts and their

relationships. Regarding the relationship between model and metamodel - a model

is an instance of a metamodel if it is aligned with the structure that is defined by

the metamodel. Following this relation, in the approach presented in this paper,

the cloud application context metamodel is used for creating instances of the cloud

application service models. The proposed metamodel defines the parameters related

to the cloud application and environment, as well as their structure, described in

more details in the next subsections. Since one of the main goals of the optimisation

method proposed in this paper is to observe the effect of various parameters that

impact the execution of the cloud application on service cost and QoS, a metamodel

was needed that would take into account several aspects of cloud application service

context. The literature review demonstrated there is currently no model available

which at the same time considers parameters related to cloud application resource

usage, user-generated load, SLA requirements, properties of the application deploy-

ment environment, and cloud pricing models. To identify the relevant parameters

for the description of the cloud application and its context, a survey was conducted

that included:

• ontologies formally capturing the domain knowledge related to cloud in-

frastructure [58][59][60][61][62][63], application services [59][60][62], and cloud

business models [64][65][66],

• cloud SLA monitoring ontology [67] and cloud monitoring metrics survey [68],
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• properties defined by TOSCA (Topology and Orchestration Specification for

Cloud Applications) [69], a formal language for the specification of cloud in-

frastructure and application services,

• parameters used for formal specification of cloud service requirements [49],

• parameters used in cloud infrastructure and application service simulators

[70][71][72][73][74],

• metrics available through several monitoring tools for cloud resource usage

[75][76],

• survey of public cloud infrastructure providers and cloud pricing models [6],

and

• books on the topic of cloud computing concepts and cloud pricing models

[55][77][78].

The stated sources were chosen due to their comprehensive overview of the cloud ap-

plications and infrastructure (ontologies, surveys, specifications, books), or already

demonstrated usability in a specific area of cloud application context (simulators,

monitoring tools). The parameters included in the survey for defining cloud appli-

cation context are related to the cloud application service itself, as well as the cloud

environment used for the service deployment, with the focus on the parameters

that affect the cloud service operational cost and quality of service. In the process

of parameter selection, the following requirements were used:

• parameter should be applicable on any type of cloud application service,

• parameters related to infrastructure should be common for cloud infrastruc-

ture offers, i.e., applicable for all cloud infrastructure providers, and

• parameter values should be easily obtainable and understood by the applica-

tion owner when considering infrastructure provider offer.

The selection process resulted in the parameters listed in Table 1. The table

contains a short description of each parameter. The chosen parameters and the

relationship between them are described in this section.

We further describe the parameters selected for the cloud application context

metamodel and the relationship between them. Selected parameters (Table 1) in-

clude parameters specific for application service itself, regardless of where it is de-

ployed, and parameters related to the cloud infrastructure where the service will be

deployed. Parameters related to the application service include application resource

usage profile, which defines the amount of computing resources (CPU, RAM, storage

and network usage) needed for the execution of the application service, or a specific

service task that is being analysed, under a defined load. The load is generated by

the application users, and it depends on the number of concurrent users that send

requests to the cloud application, as well as the actions they are performing while

using the application service, defined by the user type. User types are based on the

actions that users perform and generate certain load which affects the application’s

utilisation of resources. Further details on application user types, examples, and

descriptions of user types analyzed in validation use cases for optimisation method

presented in this paper can be found in [56]. Another application-related param-

eter is the Service Level Agreement (SLA), which defines the QoS requirements,

commonly through a set of Service Level Objectives (SLOs), that will guarantee a

level of service quality delivered to the application end users. An example of the
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Table 1 Parameters of the cloud application context metamodel

Parameter Name Description
Resource usage profile: CPU usage CPU utilisation, number of used vCPU cores
Resource usage profile: RAM usage RAM utilisation
Resource usage profile: Network usage Amount of ingress and egress network traffic, network

incoming and outgoing byte rate
Resource usage profile: Storage usage Used storage capacity, read/write byte rates
Application users: Concurrent users Number of concurrent users of the application service in

a given moment, defined by the initial user number and
the user number distribution

Application users: User Types Various user types of the application service
Infrastructure provider One or more infrastructure providers, owning the infras-

tructure resources that are used as a deployment envi-
ronment of the application service

Resource properties: CPU properties Properties related to CPU resources allocated to appli-
cation service – vCPUs number, CPU frequency, etc.

Resource properties: RAM properties Properties related to RAM resources allocated to appli-
cation service – amount of RAM

Resource properties: Network properties Properties related to network resources allocated to ap-
plication service – bandwidth, network ports throughput

Resource properties: Storage properties Properties related to storage resources allocated to ap-
plication service – HDD or SSD disk, local or network
storage

Pricing model Determines the way used resources are being charged,
defined by infrastructure provider

Pricing model: Resource price Price of a specific resource defined by infrastructure
provider based on the resource properties and usage met-
ric, or unit of time

Pricing model: Usage metric Metric used by the infrastructure provider for billing (e.g.,
MB or GB can be used for measuring consumption of
network traffic).

Pricing model: Chargeable resources Part of the pricing model defining which resource usage
will be charged

Pricing model: Resource bundles Defined groups of resources that are charged together,
depending on the pricing model (e.g., RAM and CPU
combination)

Data centre location Geographical location of the data centre
Service Level Agreement An agreement between the service provider and consumer

defining service quality level through service level objec-
tives

Service Level Objective Part of the service level agreement

SLO that could be a part of the application SLA is the response time of the user

request, which typically should not exceed a certain time in a defined percentage of

total user requests made towards application service. The remaining set of selected

metamodel parameters are related to the infrastructure where the application will

be hosted, i.e., its deployment environment. The deployment environment chosen

by the application provider is located on a specific geographic location and defines

the amount and properties of each computing resource type. As an example, cloud

infrastructure provider might offer HDD and SSD storage, a different number of

virtual CPU cores, etc. The amount of resources might be offered in predefined in-

stances, or in the custom amounts requested by the application provider, who is the

customer of cloud infrastructure provider. Each deployment environment has one,

or more (in case of cloud federations), infrastructure providers. The infrastructure

provider determines pricing model according to which the used resources from the

deployment environment will be charged to the users of the cloud infrastructure.

Pricing model usually consists of prices of the resources, predefined resource bun-

dles, the decision on which resources will be chargeable resources and how their

consumption will be measured. As an example, infrastructure providers might offer

unlimited free ingress network traffic to attract application providers and cut their
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application onboarding cost, or offer limited network traffic for free on a monthly ba-

sis, etc. The offers of various infrastructure providers also differ in terms of charging

granularity. The heterogeneity of pricing schemes and offers on the market makes

the cloud infrastructure pricing models complex to evaluate in terms of their effect

on the operational cost of the application, considering what might be a good option

based on the application load and resource type utilisation.

Figure 2 Relations between cloud application context parameters, execution cost and QoS

In Figure 2, we summarize how different parameters of the cloud application

context interact and affect the application service cost and QoS. The execution cost

of the cloud application service depends on the used pricing model, resource usage,

and SLA requirements defined for the observed cloud application (since penalties for

not fulfilling the SLOs specified by the SLA increase the service execution cost). The

pricing model is defined through the choice of cloud deployment environment since

the infrastructure provider that offers the resources in that environment specifies

the pricing models. Chosen deployment environment also affects the realised QoS

through the resource properties (e.g., number of vCPUs, amount of allocated RAM,

etc.) defined by the deployment configuration. The application QoS is also affected

by the application service resource usage, which is a result of the application resource

usage profile and the load defined by the number of concurrent application users.

Additionally, the resource usage is directly affecting the resulting execution cost

since the resources are charged on a per-use basis.

3.4 QoS and cost models creation and parameter influence ranking

To enable analysis of the impact that the application service and cloud environ-

ment parameters have on the cost and QoS, models are created for the application

service that the optimisation method is being applied to. The application cost and

QoS prediction models created in this part of the method (Figure 1) are used as

an input for the analysis of the parameter influence on the service cost and QoS.

To examine the possibility of predicting cost and QoS of the cloud application ser-

vice use cases, we implement models based on several regression techniques. We

consider several statistical learning techniques used for creation of cost and QoS

models for the analysed cloud application services. The choice of algorithms was

based on the size of the collected datasets, predictive nature of the model, and the
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goal of enabling cloud application providers an easy approach for evaluation of the

best provider and service placement options that would require them to obtain only

smaller experimental datasets. Since we want to explore the possibilities of pre-

dictive models, we performed analysis using regression techniques, including linear

regression [79], Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (Lasso) regression

[80], Least Angle Regression (LARS) [81], Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines

(MARS) [82], and neural networks [79]. After obtaining QoS and cost models, we

use the permutation importance method to inspect the importance of features used

in the implemented prediction models. Permutation importance was introduced by

Breiman in [83] where the method is described for random forest models, but the

technique applies to regression as well. In validation of optimisation method pro-

posed in this paper, we use permutation importance analysis on the regularised

regression models [56]. Permutation importance is calculated after the model has

been fitted. The permutations of single feature values in the validation data are then

used to measure the effect of the permutations on the accuracy of predictions. The

feature with the biggest impact on the predicted output data, i.e., the one that the

model depends on extensively for predictions, will cause the greatest accuracy de-

cline when permuted randomly. The output of the permutation importance method

is the increase in prediction error when the single predictor values are permuted

compared to the prediction error with all variables in their intact state. As the per-

mutation importance measures how much each feature contributes to the model,

during this part of the method, we examine the features with the highest positive

permutation importance values that indicate the most significant effect on the vari-

able predicted by the model. The details on the implementation of the models using

the stated modelling techniques and obtaining the permutation importance values

can be found in [56], and the implemented models are presented in Section 5.1.

3.5 Implementation of the cloud application context model

In parallel to the cost and QoS predictive models, a model of the analysed ap-

plication service is created (Figure 1) based on the presented cloud application

metamodel (Section 3.3). The created model is used by the optimisation algorithm

for the simulations of application execution under given load and deployment con-

figurations to determine the deployment option that will minimise the service cost

and fulfil the QoS requirements specified by the application SLOs. CloudSim sim-

ulation toolkit [70] was used for the implementation of the models used by the

optimisation algorithm. CloudSim is implemented in Java programming language

with the intention of providing the possibility for simulator users to extend some

of the tool’s core features. The CloudSim layer, built on top of the core simulation

engine, provides support for modelling and simulation of the main concepts of the

cloud infrastructure – data centre, cloud orchestration, resource allocation, virtual

machines and virtual machine management, as well as application service tasks

(cloudlets). The User code layer is formed on top of the CloudSim layer. It uses

the core concepts implemented in the CloudSim layer and exposes basic simulator

entities related to the data centre host, virtual machine, and application service,

which are used to specify simulation parameters and can be extended to simulate

custom application configuration, workloads, scheduling policies, and provisioning
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techniques. CloudSim, however, supports limited cost modelling, the prices of re-

sources are defined by the host, and there is no support for custom pricing models.

For the purpose of this research, the tool was extended to calculate the cost of using

virtual machines for the defined pricing models based on the parameters marking

the bundling of the resources, chargeable resources, and the choice of the pricing

model itself, in order to be consistent with the cloud application context metamodel

(Section 3.3). To be able to use the simulator for the optimisation algorithm, sup-

port for the evaluation of the QoS metrics in terms of defined SLOs was introduced

by calculating the given metric for the performed simulation. In the case of anal-

ysis performed for this paper, the average response time (cloudlet duration), and

the percentage of response times longer than the given time threshold. Addition-

ally, the simulator was extended to support infrastructure provider parameter in

accordance with the definition of infrastructure provider specified by the algorithm

proposed in this paper as the input for the optimisation algorithm in Section 3.6.

The model parameters used for the simulation of application service use cases and

their validation can be found in Section 5.2.

3.6 Deployment optimisation algorithm

After the creation of application service and deployment environment models based

on the cloud application metamodel, the models are used as an input for the

simulation-based optimisation algorithm. The overview of the main functional parts

of the optimisation algorithm is depicted in Figure 3. Besides the application ser-

vice and cloud environment model parameters, the algorithm input is a list of cloud

infrastructure providers (IP) specified as a tuple defined in (1). Each infrastruc-

ture provider is defined by the list of offered pricing models (PM), instance sizes

(IS), geographical locations (L) of its data centres, and prices matrix containing the

price of each instance size when charged by each pricing model at each data centre

location. Parameters of an infrastructure provider are defined according to (2).

IP = (IP1, ..., IPn) (1)

IPi =((PM1, ..., PMj), (IS1, . . . , ISk), (L1, . . . , Lm),

(price matrixL1
, ..., price matrixLm

)), i = 1, . . . , n
(2)

Each instance size offered by the infrastructure provider is defined according to

(3), with the ordered tuple defining the amount of RAM in megabytes, the number

of CPU cores, and storage in gigabytes. The instance sizes used in the infrastructure

provider specification (2) are ordered based on the allocated resources, from smaller

to larger resource amounts.

ISi = (RAM, vCPUs, storage), i = 1, . . . k (3)
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Figure 3 Optimisation algorithm overview

Another input to the optimisation algorithm is the influence-based rank (IR) of

the cloud application context parameters related to application service cost and

QoS, defined according to (4) and ordered from the parameter with the highest

importance rank to the parameters with the least importance.

IR = ((parameter1, value1), ..., (parameterp, valuep)) (4)

Additionally, to enable the assessment of the service quality of a deployment

configuration, the algorithm input also includes the list of SLOs (5) that specify

the QoS requirements for the application service. Each SLO (6) is defined by the

QoS metric it relates to, the measurement unit of the metric value, a condition that

should be met, and the time period that the SLO relates to (e.g., in the period of

24 hours, the average response time value should be less than 2 seconds).

SLO = (SLO1, ..., SLOs) (5)
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SLOi =(QoS metric,measurement unit, condition, time period),

i = 1, . . . , s
(6)

Application services deployed in the cloud environments can use the elastic prop-

erties of the cloud resources and can scale out automatically when more computing

resources are needed to serve the current workload (based on a predefined resource

utilisation threshold), as well as to scale in when the increased amount of resources

is no longer needed. The scaling can be performed horizontally (e.g. by instantiating

another virtual machine of the same size), or vertically (by increasing the resources

allocated to the instance, i.e. upgrading the instance size). However, sometimes the

service deployed in the cloud environment is not implemented in a way to fully

utilise the autoscaling feature of the cloud environments, and in such cases the au-

toscaling will not be performed. Hence, the preferred autoscaling option used in the

algorithm can be defined via the autoscaling parameter ASinput (7). In case the

ASinput is set to value no, the autoscaling will not be performed during the simu-

lation, and in case it is set to yes, possible deployment configurations will include

both options of horizontal and vertical scaling.

ASinput∈{no, yes} (7)

As the last input parameter, user can specify the constraint related to the in-

frastructure provider data centre geographical location, which can in certain cases

be important due to the nature of the application being deployed to the cloud en-

vironment, e.g. because of legal constraints related to the data, etc. The location

constraint is given via the numeric identifier of the data centre location, which cor-

responds to the numeric identifier of the data centre location used in the definition

of the infrastructure provider (2). As an example, commonly available locations of

data centres offered by cloud infrastructure service providers on the current IaaS

market include United States of America (USA) and locations within Europe, so

the location L1 could, for example, be assigned to the data centres in the USA,

and L2 could identify Europe as the data centre location. The location constraint

marks the geographical location where the application owner wants to deploy the

application service, and if there are no constraints in terms of geographic location,

the location constraint parameter is set to value 0. Hence, the location constraint

parameter is defined according to (8).

location constraint∈{0, L1, . . . , Ln} (8)

The deployment optimisation can be performed via five dimensions that are typ-

ically determined by the application owner during the deployment configuration

selection:

• Infrastructure service provider, since it determines offer of data centre locations,
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pricing models and instance sizes,

• Location of the data centre owned by the selected infrastructure provider,

• Pricing model,

• Instance size, and

• Decision on the autoscaling option used in the optimised deployment configu-

ration

The output of the optimisation algorithm is an optimised deployment configuration

which includes five optimisation dimensions mentioned above and is defined as:

D = {IP, L, PM, IS,ASoutput} (9)

ASoutput∈{no, horizontal, vertical} (10)

where IP is the selected infrastructure provider, L is the geographical location

of the IP’s data centre, PM is the chosen pricing model offered by the selected

infrastructure provider, IS is the instance size that will be used for the application

service deployment, and the AS is the decision on autoscaling, which is set to one

of the options defined by (10). In case the application owner decided to deploy the

application service without the possibility of autoscaling, the ASoutput parameter

of the optimised deployment configuration D will be set to ‘no’. In case the appli-

cation owner decided to optimise the service deployment including the possibility

of autoscaling by providing ‘yes’ as the ASin:put parameter value for the algorithm

input (7), the ASoutput value of the output deployment configuration will be set

to ‘horizontal’ or ‘vertical’(depending on the best autoscaling option determined by

optimisation algorithm), or ‘no’ if there is no need for autoscaling in case of the given

application service workload. The goal of the optimisation algorithm is to determine

the deployment configuration which minimises the cost of executing the application

service in a cloud environment while enabling the fulfilment of SLOs specified for

the application service. To determine such deployment configuration, the algorithm

uses the list of parameters ranked by their influence on the application service cost

and chooses deployment optimisation strategy based on the parameter with the

most significant impact. Based on the optimisation strategy, two optimisation goal

groups are defined (Table 2).

Table 2 Application service and cloud environment parameters according to the optimisation goal
groups

Optimisation goal group Parameter
Optimise by price Provider
Optimise by resource
type

Network: ingress traffic, egress traffic, network incoming
byte rate, network outgoing byte rate CPU: CPU utilisa-
tion, number of vCPU cores; RAM: RAM utilisation, in-
stance allocated RAM, storage: disk read rate, disk write
rate, instance allocated storage, storage usage

The proposed algorithm (Figure 3) is available as pseudocode (Algorithm 1) in

entirety in Appendix. Figure 3 contains an overview of the main functional parts

of the algorithm. Algorithm inputs, defined in previous section, include application

service model parameters (M ) needed to run the simulation (stated previously in
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Section 3.6) using the CloudSim simulator (Section 3.5), list of parameters ranked

by their influence on service cost (IRcost) defined according to (4), list of infras-

tructure providers considered for deployment and defined according to (2), list of

QoS requirements (SLO) (5), list of instance sizes considered for this analysis (IS )

with each instance size defined according to (3), and the chosen autoscaling strategy

(AS ) (7). The proposed optimisation algorithm starts with identifying the ranked

influence of cloud application context parameters on the service cost. The method

calculateIRCoefficients calculates the influence rank coefficient (IR coefficient) for

each parameter from the ranked parameter list which determines if there is one pa-

rameter among the received ranked parameters list that has significantly stronger

influence when compared to others, or if there are more parameters with similar

influence. If there is a parameter in the list that has the permutation importance

value higher than the 90% of the first ranked parameter, the optimisation will be

performed according to that parameter as well, and the optimised deployment con-

figurations will be compared in the end to select the best one. This is done so that

optimisation strategies based on parameters with similar influence values are con-

sidered. After the parameters on which the optimisation of deployment should be

based are defined, the optimisation strategy is made based on the optimisation goal

group to which the most influential parameter affecting the application service cost

belongs. For that purpose, two optimisation goal groups are defined (Table 2). The

optimise by price group includes the Provider parameter. In case the parameter

most significantly affecting the cost of the application service is set to Provider,

the cost is most affected by the prices offered by the infrastructure provider. In

this case, the goal is to optimise the choice of the infrastructure provider based

on the price rates provided for both the instances and network and to select the

optimal instance size of the provider offering the most affordable prices. The sec-

ond optimisation goal group optimise by resource type includes parameters related

to a specific resource type consumption. In cases when the parameters from this

group related to the network have the most significant impact on the service exe-

cution cost, the application generates substantial quantities of network traffic, or

predominantly uses network resources when compared to the other resource types.

Since infrastructure providers charge the instances separately from the amount of

generated network traffic (ingress and egress), the goal related to this parameter

group is to optimise the choice of the infrastructure provider based on the prices

offered for the network resources and perform instance rightsizing using the in-

stance size offers of the selected provider. The parameters in this group include the

utilisation and allocation parameters of other resource types as well. Parameters

from this group that have the most significant impact on the service execution cost

usually indicate which resource is utilised the most, or which resource is the one

with the highest prices. Hence, the strategy related to this optimisation goal group

is to choose the infrastructure provider and pricing model that offers the greatest

price-to-amount of resource ratio. The groups of resources in parameters belonging

to this group are, besides network, CPU, RAM, and storage which correlate with

the definition of resources allocated by the instance size used in this algorithm, de-

fined by (3). After the optimisation parameter strategy has been defined based on

the optimisation goal group that the optimisation parameter belongs to, a method
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for the appropriate infrastructure provider optimisation is called (optimiseByPrice

or optimiseByResourceType) which then initiates simulation-based instance rightsiz-

ing and pricing model selection through the determineInstanceSizeAndPricingModel

method in Algorithm 2, which is also available entirely in Appendix of this paper.

The goal of the stated method is to identify the optimal instance size and pric-

ing model, for a given infrastructure provider, selected based on the optimisation

strategy, as described previously in this section. The inputs of the method include

parameters of the application service and cloud environment model (M), infras-

tructure provider (ip) selected in the previous steps of the algorithm based on

the parameter optimisation goal group, list of QoS requirements defined via SLOs

(SLO), deployment configuration with parts of the configuration set by the previous

algorithm steps (D), and application provider’s decision on autoscaling (AS). The

algorithm uses method simulate (Appendix, Algorithm 2) to perform a simulation

with the stated input parameters and returns the application execution cost based

on the used instance size is and calculated according to pricing models offered by

provider ip. The simulate method also returns the evaluation of the fulfilment of

the SLOs specified for the application service (SLO) by comparing the results of

the simulation with the QoS metric thresholds defined by the SLO parameter. The

simulations are performed using the extended CloudSim tool, described in Section

3.5.

Figure 4 displays one iteration of the method to provide a simplified overview.

The method starts by selecting the smallest instance size from the set of instance

sizes (IS) offered by the infrastructure provider ip to determine if this instance size

would enable the fulfilment of the QoS requirements when used without autoscaling.

If this is the case, the deployment configuration parameters are set and returned

since the QoS requirements are fulfilled by using the smallest instance size of the

infrastructure provider optimised according to the prices determined by the opti-

misation goal groups, and no autoscaling is needed, which makes this deployment

configuration the one with the smallest application execution cost that fulfills the

QoS requirements. If the QoS requirements are not met by the selected deployment

configuration, the algorithm will check application provider’s autoscaling decision

and try to determine the best autoscaling option by conducting simulation using

both horizontal and vertical autoscaling option and determine the one that will re-

sult with minimal execution cost and the fulfilled application service SLOs. In case

neither of the autoscaling options enable the QoS requirements fulfilment, the larger

instance size is selected for the evaluation. If the algorithm, by iterating through

increasingly larger instance sizes offered by the given infrastructure provider, does

not find the one which meets the QoS requirements, the next provider will be cho-

sen from the list of infrastructure providers ordered by the conditions depending on

the optimisation goal group. This approach enables selection of the infrastructure

provider and deployment configuration, offering minimal prices for the resources

that are needed for the application to achieve the specified QoS level for the given

workload. As it can be noticed from the provided pseudocodes, the algorithm uses

the ranked list of parameters that have the most impact on the application ser-

vice cost and evaluates QoS fulfilment based on the simulations. The ranked list

of parameters that have the most impact on the application service QoS is used
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Figure 4 Algorithm2 overview

to determine the resource that the autoscaling should be based on, i.e. determin-

ing if the utilisation of CPU, RAM, or network parameters should be used for the

autoscaling. The example of using the parameter ranks based on their influence on

application service QoS for the setting of the autoscaling parameters is provided in

Section 5.3.

4 Use Cases and Analysis of Application-Related Data

In this section, two application use cases selected for the method validation are

presented, as well as a brief description of the measurements part of the method

and the analysis of the gathered data. In this paper, we analyse two services of

different application types, a medical record service and a video streaming service,

to observe the differences in the resource utilisation during their execution, and to

examine which parameters will affect the cost or QoS of each service to the most

significant degree. For the medical record system (MRS) service, we chose an open

source implementation of the MRS system [84]. The user type participating in this
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scenario is performing a query for retrieving a medical record of a patient. The

implementation of our measurement scenario consists of a series of user requests

for accessing the user interface of the MRS service, followed by providing user

credentials and finally, sending the request for retrieving the medical record of a

given patient from the medical record database. For our measurements, user requests

were generated using load generator deployed on machines outside of the testbed

cloud environment. The response time was measured as the time needed for the user

to perform the described sequence of requests and retrieve the patient’s medical

record, i.e., from the time of sending the first request to the time of receiving the

patient data (Figure 5).

Figure 5 UML sequence diagram of the MRS use case scenario

As we want to examine the effect of service resource utilisation and infrastructure

parameters on the service execution cost and QoS, we define the Service Level

Objective (SLO) for the specification of the acceptable application QoS level for

the MRS service. We identify an SLO violation related to the percentage of user

requests with response time longer than 5 seconds. The number of such requests

should not exceed 95% of total user requests. As the second cloud application use

case, we chose a video streaming service deployed in the cloud environment. For

our measurements, we used Nimble Streamer video streaming server [85]. The user

type participating in this scenario is based on the action sequence illustrated in

Figure 6, generating the requests for short video content. The response time in this

context is the time needed for transmission of the entire video file to the end user.

Considering the deployment of the service in the cloud environment, the video server

was deployed as a single component on an Ubuntu virtual machine. The client side

consists of the end users of defined user type who generate the requests for the video

content from outside of the cloud environment. The observed QoS metric used for an
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Figure 6 UML sequence diagram of the video streaming use case scenario

SLO definition of a video streaming service is, similar to the MRS service, a response

time of the user request, from the time of sending the request for the video file to the

time when the last chunk of the video file is received by the user. For the analysis

purposes in the next sections, we observe if there is more than 95% of response

time exceeding 10 seconds and define it as an SLO violation. To create cost and

QoS models for the chosen cloud application use cases, we needed to collect the data

that would allow us to observe the relation between service load, QoS (in this case,

request response time), and average resources utilisation at the certain number of

concurrent user requests and with certain amount of resources allocated to a service.

For that purpose, a cloud-based measurement environment was set up where we

have deployed both use case services and generated load using a load generator tool

which also collected performance metrics, including request response times. As a

measurement environment, we used a private cloud infrastructure deployed using

OpenStack [86] platform. We provide detailed information on the measurement

environment setup and used infrastructure used in [56]. Both use case services were

deployed on the measurement environment using several instance sizes (Table 3)

differing in resource quantities that were allocated to the services so we can observe

the effect of instance sizing on the QoS and cost. User requests were generated

using JMeter load testing tool [87] that was installed on PCs outside the cloud

environment.

Table 3 Resources quantity specified by instance types used for measurements

Instance type RAM (MB) CPU (virtual cores) Storage (GB)
Small 2048 1 20

Medium 4096 2 40
Large 8192 4 80

We measured the consumption of resources defined by the parameters of the cloud

application context metamodel (Table 4). Service resource usage data and parame-
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ters relevant for the quality of service, such as request response times, were collected

each minute during the measurement periods of 15 minutes. Each 15-minute sam-

ple was gathered under constant load. The measurements were performed with the

number of concurrent users increasing from one user up to 150, with the step of

10 concurrent users for each following sample. We recorded values of measured

resources consumption for each sample. After performing measurements and col-

lecting resource utilisation data, the cost of running both services for 24 hours was

calculated [88] using publicly available price calculators of seven cloud infrastruc-

ture providers [89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95]. Table 4 brings mapping of measured

parameters to the parameters of the cloud application context (initially presented

in Table 1). More details on the measurement process and cost calculation can be

found in [56].

Table 4 Mapping of measured data and proposed cloud application context metamodel parameters

Measured parameter name and unit Related cloud application context parameter
Average CPU utilisation (%) Resource usage profile: CPU usage
Number of virtual CPU cores Resource usage profile: CPU usage

Network: average incoming byte rate (B/s) Resource usage profile: network usage
Network: ingress traffic (GB) Resource usage profile: network usage

Network: average outgoing byte rate (B/s) Resource usage profile: network usage
Network: egress traffic (GB) Resource usage profile: network usage

Average RAM used (MB) Resource usage profile: RAM usage
Average disk read bytes rate (B/s) Resource usage profile: storage usage
Average disk write bytes rate (B/s) Resource usage profile: storage usage

Used storage (GB) Resource usage profile: storage usage
Request response time (ms) Service Level Objective

Number of parallel users Application users: concurrent users
Instance vCPU cores Resource properties: CPU Properties
Instance RAM (MB) Resource properties: RAM Properties

Instance storage (GB) Resource properties: Storage properties
Providern Infrastructure Provider

Price (USD) Pricing Model and Resource Price

After obtaining measurement data, we analysed the differences between the two

selected use case applications in terms of resource utilisation. The detailed analysis

of resource utilisation and relationship between observed parameters can be found

in [56]. In this paper, we briefly summarize findings. When the two services are

compared based on resource usage, it can be noticed that the MRS service utilises

more CPU and RAM for the same number of concurrent users. The network ingress

traffic amount is similar for both services since it is in both cases consisted of

simple HTTP requests. As expected, video streaming service has significantly higher

egress traffic compared to the MRS service, as its egress traffic is generated due to

streaming of a video file.

5 Deployment Optimisation Method Validation

As we obtained the measurement data and performed the initial analysis, we pro-

ceeded with the validation of the optimisation method presented in Section 3.1,

consisted of the validation of its main components: prediction modes of the appli-

cation service cost and QoS, service model based on the cloud application context

metamodel, and model-based deployment optimisation algorithm.

5.1 Implementation and validation of the cost and QoS models, parameter ranking

To evaluate model accuracy, as well as to compare modes implemented using dif-

ferent machine learning methods, we used several metrics: Mean Absolute Error
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(MAE) [96], Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) [96], Root Mean Squared

Error (RMSE) [97], and Coefficient of determination (R2) [79]. We implemented

models for predicting the service cost and QoS for each analysed application ser-

vice, using the cost and the request end-to-end response time as the predicted values.

We applied a set of machine learning algorithms stated in Section 3.4 on both use

case datasets to observe which algorithm will provide the best result and how much

the results differ between the two use cases, as well as between dependent variables.

We also analysed which features have the most impact on model output. As poten-

tial model features, we consider input variables presented in Table 4. The details

of model implementation including the preparation of data, feature selection, reg-

ularisation parameters, machine learning environment setup, as well as evaluation

of results are presented in [56]. In this paper, we will briefly report on the accuracy

of the models and compare them based on the error estimation metrics reported in

Table 5.

Table 5 Comparison of model accuracy. Best values for each model and metric are marked in bold
print

Metric Linear Regression Lasso LARS MARS ANN
response time, MRS

MAE 243.39 476.62 181.11 181.47 221.05
MAPE (%) 9.33 19.82 5.79 5.61 6.24

RMSE 368.56 653.35 263.47 270.47 363.62
Adj. R2 0.9942 0.9817 0.9968 0.9969 0.9953

cost, MRS

MAE 142.98 113.68 99.00 106.25 124.91
MAPE (%) 22.82 13.47 6.33 15.19 10.66

RMSE 270.99 257.48 212.86 200.94 202.71
Adj. R2 0.9963 0.9967 0.9977 0.9980 0.9979

response time, video streaming

MAE 266.80 287.26 168.65 104.87 221.05
MAPE (%) 10.54 20.50 11.98 5.09 6.24

RMSE 495.25 401.45 226.01 149.86 363.62
Adj. R2 0.9588 0.9729 0.9914 0.9962 0.9867

cost, video streaming

MAE 331.24 234.18 123.59 72.77 531.55
MAPE (%) 10.98 5.88 3.84 2.02 17.26

RMSE 463.54 333.45 209.41 186.87 719.94
Adj. R2 0.9982 0.9991 0.9996 0.9997 0.9750

It can be noticed that the best accuracy is in almost all cases achieved with the

MARS models. The ANN cost models of both use cases have somewhat lower model

accuracy, compared to the QoS models, which can be explained by the different

prices and pricing models offered by cloud infrastructure providers that affect service

execution cost. Various pricing schemes could make it harder to produce patterns

for cost prediction, especially when not using an extensive dataset. Contrary to

the results presented in [35], the ANN models demonstrated less accurate results

compared to the regularisation regression techniques. It is likely that the accuracy of

the ANN models would improve with the larger sample size. However, the obtained

results demonstrate the ability of the regularised regression techniques to produce

the accurate models even with small sample size which would prove especially useful

in the prototyping and early pre-production phases of the cloud service development.

In addition to model accuracy, we observe the importance of features used for

predicting cost and response time for both use cases so we can gain knowledge

about the factors that affect the service execution cost and QoS to the greatest
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extent. The permutation importance was calculated using Python-based library

Eli5 [98]. As a base for the permutation importance method, we chose models with

the best accuracy results (Table 5). We report the results for MARS models since

they demonstrated the best accuracy for both models of the two use cases. Weight

values indicate the effect that each variable had on the prediction accuracy, i.e.

higher positive values indicate the more significant impact of the feature on the

predicted variable.

Table 6 Permutation importance feature rank for the cost model of video streaming service

Weight Feature
1.6223 ± 0.4371 NW Egress (GB)
0.9892 ± 0.4441 Service Provider 1
0.8785 ± 0.4269 Service Provider 4
0.6277 ± 0.2374 Service Provider 3

Table 7 Permutation importance feature rank for the cost model of MRS service

Weight Feature
1.0311 ± 0.5252 NW Egress (GB)
0.9498 ± 0.5958 Service Provider 4
0.8550 ± 0.5181 Service Provider 1
0.6938 ± 0.3571 Service Provider 3

We first examine cost models for both services. The permutation importance

ranks of the top four features for the model of video streaming service cost can

be seen in Table 6. The feature with the highest importance for video streaming

cost model was the amount of egress network traffic, which can be explained by

the heavy network load generated by transferring video files. Since the egress traffic

is charged on a pay-per-use basis, its amount directly affects the overall service

execution cost. The highest ranked feature in case of MRS cost model (Table 7) is

also the amount of network egress traffic. However, the weight value of the network

egress traffic is lower than the weight of the same feature in the video streaming

cost model, indicating less impact on the execution cost amount due to the less

generated egress traffic in the MRS service for the same load. The network egress

feature is followed by variables marking a provider of the cloud infrastructure,

similar to the video streaming service cost model with the service providers ordered

differently. Such rank might indicate that the prices of the resources relevant for

observed task execution offered by the provider with the highest weight value in the

feature list resulted in the highest service execution cost. Although the ranks differ

somewhat in MRS and video streaming service, Service Providers 1 and 4 in both

cases have similar permutation importance weight values, and the Service Provider

3 weight value is lower for both services, demonstrating consistency regarding the

effect that the prices and pricing models have on the overall service execution cost.

The rank of the features for both cost models can provide directions in terms of

service placement optimisation with the goal of reducing the service cost. Based on

results for two observed services in our analysis, good options for cost reduction, in

terms of service placement, would include cloud infrastructure providers that offer

lower network egress prices, since this is the feature that had the most impact on

the execution cost. Another option might be to optimise the content that the service

sends over the network to reduce the overall amount of the generated egress traffic,

if possible.
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Table 8 Permutation importance feature rank for QoS model of video streaming service

Weight Feature
2.2935 ± 0.7169 Users
0.0299 ± 0.0147 NW Egress (GB)
0.0001 ± 0.0001 Avg RAM used (MB)

0 ± 0.0000 Disk read bytes

Table 9 Permutation importance feature rank for QoS model of MRS service

Weight Feature
2.0382 ± 0.3191 Users
0.8644 ± 0.1578 Avg RAM used (MB)
0.4996 ± 0.1399 Disk read bytes
0.4075 ± 0.1038 NW Egress (GB)

In addition to cost, we observe what features affect the response time the most.

The permutation importance results for QoS model of video streaming (Table 8)

and MRS service (Table 9) demonstrate the same feature that has the most im-

pact on the prediction of the response time – the number of parallel users. This is

an expected result since the number of parallel user requests affects the resource

utilisation and the ability to process request efficiently. Since we are interested in

identifying a feature having significant impact on response time in terms of service

placement, we additionally observe features that ranked highest after the number of

concurrent users. In the case of video streaming service, the feature ranked second

is network egress traffic, indicating that the streaming chunks of video data had an

impact on the response times due to the limited bandwidth. Other features seem

to have little or no effect on the response time of the video streaming service. After

the number of concurrent user requests, the MRS service response times depended

mainly on the used RAM, meaning that the processing of the user requests had

a more significant impact on the MRS service response times than the bandwidth

consumption, as compared with the video streaming service. This observation can

be used by the application provider to identify the resources crucial for maintaining

adequate service QoS level.

5.2 Implementation and validation of the cloud application context models

To validate the created models, we generated validation samples based on three

workloads typical for applications hosted as a service in cloud environments. The

three selected workload scenarios include rapid growth, dynamic load, and burst.

The dynamic load validation scenario starts with a gradual increase in the number

of parallel user requests, from one to 50. Subsequently, the number of concurrent

users is decreased back to one. The rapid growth scenario covers the case of an

increase of the simultaneous users from one to 150 parallel users within the dura-

tion of the sample. The burst validation scenario contains bursts in the number of

concurrent user requests. The scenario starts at 30 parallel user requests, followed

by several steep increases and decreases in the number of parallel requests with 10

as the lowest, and 120 as the highest number of concurrent requests in the sample.

The same measurement environment was used to gather the validation samples as

the one used for service resource usage measurements, described in Section 4. The

load for the validation scenarios was generated by jMeter tool [87], and the valida-

tion samples were collected for the two application service use cases deployed on

small, medium and large instance sizes (Table 3). To implement the models of the
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use case application services based on the cloud application context metamodel, the

extended CloudSim simulator was used, described in Section 3.5. The simulations

setup includes specifying the parameters for cloud application service, defined by the

data centre broker and cloudlets, and cloud deployment environment, determined

by hosts and virtual machines. At the beginning of the simulation, a data centre

object is instantiated, and the list of host objects is assigned to it. In CloudSim ter-

minology, hosts represent physical servers used for application deployment, so we

defined the list that contains two hosts representing the two servers we used in the

measurement environment for the compute nodes. Each host has several parameters

defining its resource capacities – number of CPU cores and their frequency (MIPS),

RAM (MB), storage (MB) and bandwidth (MBps). The frequencies of the servers’

CPUs are mapped to MIPS ratings used by the CloudSim simulator according to

[99]. Each server is, according to the used measurement environment modelled to

have 10 GB/s network bandwidth. The model of the HP ProLiant BL460c Gen 8

server, used as one of the compute nodes in the measure environment, was assigned

256 GB RAM and 1.2 TB storage capacity. The model of the other server used as a

compute node in the testbed cloud environment, HP ProLiant DL 380 G6, was as-

signed 64 GB RAM and 1.9 TB storage capacity. Considering the virtual machines,

we use models of the three instance sizes used in the analysis so far (Table 3). The

small instance size was modelled by the following parameters: RAM size 2048 MB,

1 CPU core, storage size 20000 MB, and 5000 MB network bandwidth. For CPU

MIPS values, 2000 MIPS computational capacity was set for all of the simulations

of the MRS application service, since it was deployed on the HP ProLiant BL460c

Gen 8 server, and 2930 MIPS was set for the simulations of the video streaming

service, which was deployed on the HP ProLiant DL 380 G6 server. The modelled

load scenarios for both applications include dynamic load, rapid growth, and burst

scenarios, introduced previously. The interarrival times between the generated re-

quests were extracted from the collected workload scenario traces and were used

by the data centre broker for instantiating cloudlets. As the broker initiates the

creation of cloudlet, it sets the cloudlet parameters which were determined based

on the number of the parallel cloudlets already executing on the virtual machine

and the utilisation of the virtual machine computing resources. For that purpose, a

parallel CloudSim cloudlet scheduler developed by Antonescu et al. [100] was used

together with resource utilisation information for the analysed load range. Addi-

tionally, the cloudlet input and output size parameters were defined according to

the measured values of the user request size and the size of the response. The size

of cloudlet input was 12388 bytes, and the output was 97411 bytes for the MRS

service. The video streaming service cloudlet had the input size of 8770 bytes, and

the size of its output was 622918 bytes. To evaluate the accuracy of models created

for each application service use case, we calculate the mean absolute percentage

error (MAPE) [96].

We also observe results via ECDF plots for the response time variable. In Figures 7

to 10, we present ECDF plots for both use cases and several different instance sizes

and validation scenarios. As it can be observed from the ECDF plots, simulated

values follow the trend of the measured sample response time values. However,

occasionally the model overestimates the values of response times. The observed
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Figure 7 ECDF plot of measured and simulated values of response time for burst validation
scenario, MRS service, large instance

Figure 8 ECDF plot of measured and simulated values of response time for rapid growth
validation scenario, MRS service, medium instance

mean absolute percentage errors of the models for both services and all three load

scenarios were in the range from 9,67% to 18.35%. By analysing the ECDF plots

of the simulated and measured response time values, it can be observed that the

models follow the distribution of the measured response times to a large extent,

with the tendency of overestimating the response time values in the mid-range of

the values. It can be noticed that the video service data generally has a wider spread

of data when compared to the MRS service, which also resulted in somewhat larger

mean average percentage errors. However, all of the presented models demonstrated

good accuracy and they were used as an input for the next step of the optimisation

method, a simulation-based deployment optimisation algorithm.
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Figure 9 ECDF plot of measured and simulated values of response time for rapid growth
validation scenario, video service, large instance

Figure 10 ECDF plot of measured and simulated values of response time for dynamic load
validation scenario, video service, medium instance

5.3 Validation of the deployment optimisation algorithm

In this section, a validation of the optimisation algorithm is described, as well as

the scenarios used for the validation. For the validation purposes, the optimisa-

tion algorithm was implemented in Java programming language within extended

CloudSim simulator to be able to perform simulation of application service exe-

cution using various deployment configurations. As described previously in Section

3.6, the optimisation algorithm requires several inputs: application service and cloud

environment model parameters needed for the service simulation, metamodel pa-

rameters ranked by their influence on the cost and QoS of the application service,

list of cloud infrastructure providers together with the prices and pricing models
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they offer, QoS requirements defined in the SLA agreement and specified via SLOs

for the observed application service, decision on autoscaling strategy, and constraint

related geographical location of the data centre used for application deployment. To

validate the optimisation algorithm, the algorithm inputs were defined according

to the stated input list. We use models of the use case application services whose

implementation and validation are described in Section 5.2, and the three workload

scenarios described previously – dynamic load, rapid growth, and burst. The meta-

model parameters ranked by their influence on the cost and QoS of the use case

application services, obtained by the permutation importance method and provided

in Section 5.1 (Tables 6 - 9), are used as another input to the algorithm. The influ-

ence of the parameters on the service cost and QoS is defined via influence rank (IR)

tuples for MRS (11, 12) and video streaming service (13, 14) for impact on cost and

QoS, respectively. We use only the first four ranked parameters in the analysed IR

tuples, since the values of the permutation importance significantly decrease after

the first four parameters in both services QoS and cost influence ranks.

IRMRS cost = ((NWegress, 1.03), (IP4, 0.95), (IP1, 0.85), (IP3, 0.69)) (11)

IRMRS QoS =((Users, 2.04), (AvgRAM, 0.86),

(Disk readbytes, 0.5), (NWegress, 0.41))
(12)

IRvideo cost = ((NWegress, 1.62), (IP1, 0.98), (IP4, 0.88), (IP3, 0.63)) (13)

IRvideo QoS =((Users, 2.29), (NWegress, 0.03),

(AvgRAM, 0.0), (Diskreadbytes, 0.0))
(14)

As infrastructure providers considered in this analysis, we use the same seven

infrastructure providers [89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95] that were used for the data

analysis and the creation of the predictive models described in Section 5.1. The

choice of stated providers was favourable for validation purposes since there is pub-

lic information about their resource prices and pricing models. The same numerical

identifiers used in the previous sections have been assigned to the chosen infras-

tructure providers, and the list of infrastructure providers used in this analysis is

defined as:

IP = (IP1, IP2, IP3, IP4, IP5, IP6, IP7) (15)

Each of the infrastructure providers in the infrastructure providers (IP) tuple is

defined according to the (2).
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Due to the clarity of presentation, we do not present parameters for each infras-

tructure provider in the tuple notation defined by (2). Instead, the specification of

pricing models, prices, and data centre locations for each infrastructure provider

used for the validation of the optimisation algorithm can be found in Table 10 and

Table 11, and in the description that follows. Each of the seven providers chosen for

this analysis has data centres available in two locations considered in this analysis

– United States of America (USA), marked as L1 in the IP location tuples (2),

and Europe (EU), marked as L2. In the validation scenarios, we use three pricing

models. The first pricing model, predefined instance (marked as PM1), specifies

the price of the instance size as a predefined bundle of CPU, RAM and storage

resources. The second pricing model, unbundled instance (PM2), offers a separate

price for each resource in an instance. This enables the cloud infrastructure user

to specify a custom amount of resources in an instance since the instance size is

not predefined by the infrastructure provider. However, the customer’s ability to

customise the instance size is less convenient for the infrastructure provider, so the

instances charged according to this pricing models usually have higher prices when

compared to the predefined instance of the same size. In addition to instance sizes,

the cloud consumer pays for the network transfer to the instance (NW ingress),

as well as the outbound network transfer (NW egress). Certain providers offer the

ingress traffic for free, and others might occasionally provide the lower price of

ingress traffic to attract the new customers, which is in our analysis marked as the

third pricing model, discounted ingress (PM3), offered by two providers from the

considered infrastructure providers set. The prices (Table 11) were taken from the

publicly available information on the infrastructure providers’ offer, available on-

line [89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95]. As instance sizes, we use small, medium, and large

instances whose resource quantities are defined in Table 3 and are defined in (16),

(17), and (18), according to (3).

ISsmall = (2048, 1, 20) (16)

ISmedium = (4096, 2, 40) (17)

ISlarge = (8192, 4, 80) (18)

Additionally, for the purpose of the algorithm validation, we define two SLOs for

the specification of the QoS requirements. We base the choice of the used SLOs on

the data that was gathered during the measurement process and define two SLOs

based on response time QoS metric. The SLOs used in this analysis are defined by

(19) according to (5) and (6) where SLO1 refers to the maximum percentage of

user requests in the last 24 hours whose response times can exceed the threshold

specified by the SLO for video streaming service (20) and MRS service (22). SLO2
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Table 10 Pricing models offered by the infrastructure providers used in the analysis and locations of
their data centres

Provider Location Pricing Models
IP1 USA, EU PM1, PM2, PM3
IP2 USA, EU PM1, PM2
IP3 USA, EU PM1, PM2
IP4 USA, EU PM1, PM2
IP5 USA, EU PM1, PM2, PM3
IP6 USA, EU PM1, PM2
IP7 USA, EU PM1, PM2

Table 11 Prices of the instance sizes and network transport (per hour, in USD) based on the choice
of infrastructure provider, data centre location, and pricing model

Pricing
Model

IP1 IP2 IP3 IP4 IP5 IP6 IP7

USA/EUUSA/EUUSA EU USA EU USA EU USA/EUUSA EU
Instance
size:
small

PM1 0.0125 0.015 0.048 0.0555 0.09 0.11 0.039 0.0432 0.03 0.04 0.047
PM2 0.014 0.0175 0.05 0.065 0.11 0.135 0.045 0.05 0.042 0.053 0.057
PM3 0.0125 - - - - - 0.039 0.0432 - - -

Instance
size:
medium

PM1 0.025 0.03 0.096 0.111 0.14 0.17 0.078 0.0864 0.0638 0.083 0.1
PM2 0.028 0.035 0.1 0.13 0.16 0.195 0.09 0.1 0.075 0.102 0.12
PM3 0.025 - - - - - 0.078 0.0864 - - -

Instance
size:
large

PM1 0.1 0.06 0.192 0.222 0.23 0.29 0.157 0.173 0.1275 0.175 0.21
PM2 0.16 0.07 0.2 0.26 0.25 0.35 0.185 0.2 0.15 0.23 0.25
PM3 0.1 - - - - - 0.157 0.173 - - -

NW
ingress
(price/GB)

PM1 0.06 0.01 0 0 0 0 0.05 0.05 0 0 0
PM2 0.06 0.01 0 0 0.12 0.12 0.05 0.05 0 0 0
PM3 0.03 - - - - - 0.035 0.035 - - -

NW
egress
(price/GB)

PM1 0.06 0.01 0.09 0.09 0 0 0.05 0.05 0.0085 0.087 0.1
PM2 0.06 0.01 0.09 0.09 0.12 0.12 0.05 0.05 0.0085 0.087 0.1
PM3 0.07 - - - - - 0.065 0.065 - - -

refers to the average response time value that should be less than 5 seconds on a

daily basis for video streaming service (21) or 3 seconds for MRS service (23).

SLO = (SLO1, SLO2) (19)

SLO1 video = (response time, second, less than 95% over 10 s, 24 hours) (20)

SLO2 video = (response time average, second, less than 5 s, 24 hours) (21)

SLO1 MRS = (response time, second, less than 95% over 5s, 24 hours) (22)

SLO2 MRS = (response time average, second, less than 3 s, 24 hours) (23)

For the simulation of autoscaling, the autoscaling parameter was determined for

each service based on the ranked parameters and their influence on the application
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QoS. For both services, the most influential parameter affecting QoS was the num-

ber of parallel users, which is a reasonable result since this parameter directly affects

the application load. However, since we want to determine the effect of resource util-

isation on the application QoS, we consider the next parameter in the ranked list.

For the MRS service, this was average RAM utilisation, and for the video stream-

ing service, the second most influential parameter was network bandwidth. Based

on the QoS impact parameter rank and the data measurements [56], we set the

autoscaling conditions for the MRS service to either one of the following: allocated

more than 2250 MB RAM, or average CPU utilisation higher than 97%. For the

video streaming service, the autoscaling parameter was set to network incoming

byte rate higher than 1.6 Mbps. Based on the defined inputs for the optimisation

algorithm validation, we identify 256 possible deployment configurations for each

service. The performed simulations calculated the cost of the dynamic load, rapid

growth, and burst workload scenario for the 24 hours, i.e. the daily execution cost

for the MRS and video streaming services when executing the defined validation

workloads. When all 256 possible deployment configurations for the algorithm input

described in this section are considered, the mean price for the MRS service is 22.80

USD (st.dev. 13.35) for the dynamic load scenario, 24.50 USD (st.dev. 14.85) for

the rapid growth scenario, and 25.98 USD (st.dev. 16.08) for the burst scenario.

As for the video streaming service, the mean price for the dynamic load scenario

is 62.43 USD (st.dev. 36.39) for the rapid growth scenario the mean price amounts

to 65.38 USD (st.dev. 37.93), and for the burst scenario the mean execution cost is

65.58 (st. dev. 38.01). The data demonstrated substantial spread (Figure 11) due

to the significant differences in the resource prices.

Figure 11 The mean price (USD) and standard deviation for the application services and
workload scenarios

As the first validation scenario, we consider the dynamic load workload scenario

for the MRS service. The minimal execution cost was determined for the following

deployment configuration: D=IP6, USA, PM1, no, small, in the amount of 2.16

USD. This is also the overall minimal cost for all of the 256 deployment configura-

tions. The maximal price for this scenario was 46.76 for the configuration D=IP4,
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EU, PM2, horizontal, large. The minimal execution cost for the MRS service and

the rapid growth and burst scenario was determined for the following deployment

configuration: D=IP6, USA, PM1, horizontal, small, in the amount of 2.84 USD for

rapid growth scenario, and 3.01 USD for the burst scenario. The maximum price

for this case was 52.90 USD for rapid growth scenario, and 55.54 USD for the burst

scenario, for the same configuration D= IP4, EU, PM2, horizontal, medium, which

can be explained by the higher prices of the IP4 provider and the somewhat in-

creased resource prices of the pricing model PM2 due to the unbundled instance

resources. Similar to the MRS service, the minimal execution cost of the dynamic

load scenario for the video service was determined for the following deployment con-

figuration: D=IP6, USA, PM1, no, small, in the amount of 8.86 USD, the overall

minimal cost for all of the used deployment configurations. The maximal price for

this scenario was 125.21 USD for the configuration D= IP4, EU, PM2, horizontal,

large. The minimal execution cost for the rapid growth and burst scenarios for the

video service was achieved for the following deployment configuration: D=IP6, USA,

PM1, horizontal, small, in the amount of 9.58 USD for rapid growth scenario, and

9.68 USD for the burst scenario. Overall minimal prices were 9.07 USD and 9.11

USD for the rapid growth and the burst scenario, respectively. However, the deploy-

ment configurations used to achieve these prices did not fulfil the QoS requirements.

The maximum cost was 136.81 USD for rapid growth scenario, and 136.93 USD for

the burst scenario, for the same configuration D=IP4, EU, PM2, horizontal, large,

due to the higher prices of the selected provider, increased resource prices of the

pricing model PM2 and the larges instance size. The summarised information re-

lated to the execution cost of the application using the deployment configuration

chosen by the algorithm (PriceD) and how they compare to the overall minimal

price (i.e., the minimal price of all 256 deployment configurations, regardless of the

fulfilment of the QoS requirements) and the maximal price for the given scenario

are presented in Table 12. In addition to information about cost, Table 12 shows the

values of QoS metrics for the deployment configurations chosen by the optimisation

algorithm.

Table 12 Comparison of prices, and the values of observed QoS metrics for the deployment
configuration proposed by the algorithm for each validation scenario

Scenario PriceD
(USD)

Overall
Min
price
(USD)

Max
price

Average re-
sponse time
(ms)

% of SLO
violation

MRS: Dynamic load 2.16 2.16 46.76 2893.44 2.81
MRS: Rapid growth 2.84 2.09 52.90 2954.68 3.14
MRS: Burst 3.01 2.11 55.54 2981.17 3.38
Video: Dynamic load 8.86 8.86 125.21 1663.43 0.59
Video: Rapid growth 9.58 9.07 136.81 2279.81 1.1
Video: Burst 9.68 9.11 136.93 2010.27 0.53

When comparing the price of the MRS service execution cost using the deployment

configuration identified as optimal by the optimisation algorithm for the dynamic

load scenario, the cost was reduced by 95.39% when compared to the maximal price

of all possible deployment configurations for the analysed infrastructure providers,

and it is 10.5 times cheaper than the average price for the MRS dynamic load

scenario (22.80 USD). Similar reductions were achieved for rapid growth scenario,

where the decrease compared to the maximal price was 94.63%, and the burst
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scenario with the reduction of 94.58% compared to the maximal price of all deploy-

ment configurations. The deployment optimisation of the video streaming service

resulted in the cost reduction of 92.93% comparing to the maximal cost of the

considered deployment configurations for the dynamic load scenario, 92.99% for

the rapid growth, and 92.93% for the burst scenario. Based on the used validation

scenarios, the proposed simulation-based optimisation algorithm demonstrated the

ability of finding the deployment configuration with a minimal price which satisfies

the QoS requirements. Further work related to the optimisation algorithm includes

using more various application service types for algorithm validation, mainly focus-

ing on the applications with dominant consumption of resource types not covered

by the presented application service use cases.

6 Conclusion

Renting public cloud infrastructure and deploying application in cloud environment

can undoubtedly cut down capital investments of the cloud application providers,

but it can still be a very hard task for the application providers to determine what is

the optimal service placement and how to choose the cloud infrastructure provider

to minimise the service cost while maintaining the appropriate QoS levels. In this

paper, we propose an approach that allows SaaS providers to predict service execu-

tion cost and observed QoS parameters for a cloud application service and to extract

knowledge about the features of the cloud application context that affect the cost

and QoS to the greatest extent. For our experiments, we used two applications as

cloud service use cases – a medical record system, and a video streaming service. A

set of features used to implement models of application service and its context is pro-

posed. The features we use are chosen to be applicable for any application that can

be deployed as a SaaS service, unlike many solutions available in the literature that

implement service models using features specific for a particular type of application.

In that way, the proposed approach can be applied to a broad spectrum of applica-

tions hosted in cloud environments. In the proposed optimisation method, we use

several statistical learning methods fit for the size of the acquired dataset – linear

regression, regularisation regressions, and neural network. To evaluate models, we

use several error metrics for the purpose of comparing the accuracy of implemented

models. The results demonstrate the ability of regression models to accurately pre-

dict the cost and QoS parameters of applications deployed in the cloud, even when

an extensive dataset is not available for the analysis. We consider this especially

relevant for services in the late development phase before they reach the operational

phase of their lifecycle when there is no possibility to acquire large datasets and the

decision on the production environment and cloud infrastructure providers has not

yet been made. We further demonstrate the ability to identify the main contributors

to the observed predicted variables, using permutation importance method that can

be applied even to the models implemented using sophisticated techniques such as

neural networks. This property of the permutation importance method enables the

applicability of our approach to a wide range of models, allowing the analysis of the

effect of the cloud application context on application’s cost and QoS even in the

case of complex cloud services. The created models of cloud application service and

its context are used in the deployment optimisation algorithm which determines the
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optimised deployment configuration for the application service based on the param-

eters of the cloud application service context that have the highest impact on the

application cost and QoS. The validation of the optimisation algorithm has proven

the possibility of identifying the deployment configuration for the application ser-

vice for a given set of possible deployment configurations and a given load scenario.

The validation of the optimisation algorithm was performed using the real pric-

ing offers from seven cloud infrastructure providers, which demonstrated that the

operational cost of the application services was reduced by 90 to 95% when compar-

ing the minimal price resulting from the deployment configuration proposed by the

optimisation algorithm and the maximal price in all of the possible deployment con-

figurations. The minimum price of the configurations which enabled the fulfilment

of the application service QoS requirements was from 6.77 to 10.5 times cheaper

than the average price for all of the analysed scenarios. In addition to being able to

identify the optimised deployment configuration which meets the QoS requirements

to the service and minimises its operational cost, the proposed optimisation method

demonstrated the ability to perform analysis of the impact of parameters related

to the application service and its context to the application service cost and QoS,

to be applicable in the early phases of the application development with limited

possibilities of acquiring large datasets for the analysis, and to be applicable to a

wide range of cloud application services, not only on a specific application type.

Due to the stated properties of the proposed optimisation method, we conclude

that it can be valuable to the cloud application service providers, especially in the

context of a wide spectrum of various application types. The further steps in this

line of research include extending the application of optimisation method to the ap-

plication services with dominant consumption of resource types not covered by the

application service use cases presented and analysed in this paper, such as batch

processing, or otherwise CPU or memory-intensive application types. Also, since

the proposed method is model-based, it could easily be applied to services using

concepts that extend cloud computing paradigm, such as edge and fog computing.
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Algorithm 1: Deployment optimisation algorithm
Input : M : application service and cloud environment model parameters
Input : IRcost: parameters list ranked by influence on service cost
Input : IP : list of infrastructure providers
Input : SLO: list of QoS requirements defined via SLOs
Input : location constraint: location of data centre; 0 if there is no constraint, numeric

identifier of selected deployment geographical location otherwise
Input : AS: application provider’s decision on autoscaling
Output: D: optimised deployment configuration

1 group price optimisation = {Provider};
2 D ← ∅;
3 IR coefficients cost← calculateIRCoefficients(IRcost);
4 OPP← optimisationParameterPriorityList(IR coefficients cost);
5 if OPP.size > 1 then
6 D list← ∅;
7 foreach p in OPP do
8 d← ∅;
9 if p is in group price optimisation then

10 d← optimiseByPrice(IP, location constraint,D,AS, SLO,M);
11 else
12 d← optimiseByResourceType(IP, p,D,AS, location constraint, SLO,M);
13 end if
14 D list← d;
15 end foreach
16 D ← deployment configuration from D list with minimal cost;
17 else
18 p← OPP [1];
19 if p is in instance price optimisation then
20 D ← optimiseByPrice(IP, location constraint,D,AS, SLO,M);
21 else
22 D ← optimiseByResourceType(IP, p,D,AS, location constraint, SLO,M);
23 end if

24 end if
25 calculateIRCoefficients (IR)
26 IR coefficients[1] ← 1;
27 foreach i from 2 to IR.size do
28 IR coefficients[i] ← IR[i]/IR[1];
29 end foreach
30 return IR coefficients;
31 optimisationParameterPriorityList (IR coefficients)
32 opp ← ∅;
33 foreach i from 1 to IR coefficients.size do
34 if IR coefficients[i] > 0.9 then
35 opp.add(IR coefficients[i]);
36 end if

37 end foreach
38 return opp;
39 optimiseByPrice (IP, locationconstraint,D,AS, SLO,M)
40 IP PR← sorted list of IPs starting with the lowest instance and network price and

datacentre available at location defined by the location constraint parameter;
41 foreach ip in IP PR do
42 D ← determineInstanceSizeAndPricingModel(ip,D,AS, SLO,M);
43 if ip 6= ∅ then
44 return;
45 end if

46 end foreach
47 return D;
48 optimiseByResourceType (IP, p,D,AS, locationconstraint, SLO,M)
49 IP RT ←

sorted list of IPs starting with the lowest price to resource amount ratio of the resource
type defined by p and data centre availableat location constraint parameter

50 foreach ip in IP RT do
51 D ← determineInstanceSizeAndPricingModel(ip,D,AS, SLO,M);
52 if ip 6= ∅ then
53 return;
54 end if

55 end foreach
56 return D;
57 determineInstanceSizeAndPricingModel (ip,D,AS, SLO,M)
58 // defined in Algorithm 2
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Algorithm 2: Identifying optimal instance size and pricing model
Input : M : application service and cloud environment model parameters
Input : ip: infrastructure provider
Input : SLO: list of QoS requirements defined via SLOs
Input : D: deployment configuration with parts of the configuration set by the previous

algorithm steps
Input : AS: application provider’s decision on autoscaling
Output: D: optimised deployment configuration

1 determineInstanceSizeAndPricingModel (ip,D,AS, SLO,M)
2 for is in ip.IS do
3 as ← ‘no′;
4 qos pass, prices ← simulate(M, ip, is, as, SLO)
5 if qos pass then
6 D.IS ← is;
7 D.AS ← as;
8 D.PM ← PM resulting in minimal price form prices;
9 return;

10 else
11 if AS not equal ‘no’ then
12 as ← ‘horizontal′;
13 qos pass h, prices h ← simulate(M, ip, is, as, SLO);
14 as ← ‘vertical′;
15 qos pass v, prices v ← simulate(M, ip, is, as, SLO);
16 if qos pass h and qos pass v then
17 if min price h < min price v then
18 D.IS ← is;
19 D.AS ← ‘horizontal′;
20 D.PM ← PM resulting in min price h;
21 return;

22 else
23 D.AS ← ‘vertical′;
24 D.IS ← is;
25 D.PM ← PM resulting in min price v;
26 return;
27 end if

28 end if
29 if qos pass h then
30 D.AS ← ‘horizontal′;
31 D.IS ← is;
32 D.PM ← PM resulting with min price h;
33 return;
34 end if
35 if qos pass v then
36 D.AS ← ‘vertical′;
37 D.IS ← is;
38 D.PM ← PM resulting with min price v;
39 return;
40 end if

41 end if

42 end if

43 end for
44 D.IP ← ∅;
45 return D;


